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Abstract
Live weight (LWT) in dairy cattle is associated with milk production efficiency, and also has a high genetic correlation with 
stature. To identify genetic regions impacting stature and LWT, we conducted a genome-wide association study using 65,500 
mixed-breed NZ dairy cattle and 16,243,015 imputed genotypes. We identified a quantitative trait locus (QTL) at BTA11:78-
79Mbp for stature that was significant at a genome-wide level (β=3.98mm ± 0.56; P=1.6×10-12) but not significant for LWT 
(β=1.253 ± 0.393 kg; P=1.4×10-3). Ensembl’s Variant Effect Predictor  was used to search for coding variants to attempt to identify 
a candidate causative gene for this QTL, and gene expression from RNA sequence data representing 373 cows were analysed for 
16 genes and 3,640 markers to highlight expression QTL (eQTL) in this region. The gene with the most significant eQTL was 
MATN3 (ENSBTAG00000020893; P=2.5×10-38), encoding a protein which is involved in bone development. The correlation 
between variant effects (-log p-values) was calculated for the stature QTL and MATN3 eQTL (r=0.584), with the same variant 
(rs475277351) most significant for both QTL. This suggests a common genetic signal underlying both QTL, supporting the 
hypothesis that the MATN3 gene underlies the stature QTL.
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Introduction
The body size traits live weight (LWT) and stature 

are classic quantitative genetic traits, and widely recorded 
due to their ease of measurement and moderately high 
heritabilities (approximately 0.4 for both traits in cattle; 
Banos & Coffey 2012). These two measures exhibit a high 
genetic correlation, with estimates in cattle ranging from 
0.6 (Riley et al. 2007) to 0.65 (Banos & Coffey 2012), 
suggesting that the same genetic signals generally act on 
both measures. These traits are economically important to 
New Zealand farmers because of the association of larger 
animals with elevated levels of production, but also with 
diminished efficiency at the same level of production, due 
to greater feed requirements (Holmes et al. 1993).

Several quantitative trait loci (QTL) have been 
published previously for body size traits in cattle, including 
the PLAG1 QTL (Karim et al. 2011; Fink et al. 2017) at 
BTA14:25.0Mbp (positions in million base-pairs on the 
UMD3.1 bovine reference genome) and the HMGA2 QTL 
(Bolormaa et al. 2014) at BTA5:48.1Mbp. These QTL are 
frequently pleiotropic, affecting phenotypes in other than 
body size. Here, we report a QTL for stature identified on 
BTA11, with which LWT is not significantly associated 
after multiple-testing correction, and identify a candidate 
causative gene underlying the QTL.

Materials and methods
Genome-wide association study

The stature and LWT results reported here were part 
of a genome-wide association study (GWAS) performed on 
65,500 mixed-breed, mixed-age New Zealand dairy cows. 
Cows were genotyped using the Illumina BovineSNP50, 
BovineHD, or Geneseek Genomic Profiler BeadChip 
platforms, then imputed to whole-genome sequence 

resolution using Beagle4 (Browning & Browning 2009) 
with a reference population of 565 cattle, as described by 
Littlejohn et al. (2016). This yielded 16,243,015 genotypic 
markers. Phenotypic records for LWT and stature were 
extracted from the national herd recording database at LIC, 
with data adjusted using the procedures outlined by Fink et 
al. (2017). 

The GWAS was performed using an additive linear 
model implemented in the Plink software package 
(v1.90b3i; Chang et al. 2015). Principal components 
analysis (PCA; Price et al. 2006) was performed on the 
genomic relationship matrix (GRM) calculated from the 
genotypes to account for family structure and population 
stratification, then the first 1000 components were fitted 
as covariates to the phenotype using a least-squares model 
in JMP software (v13.2.1; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, 
2007). The phenotypic residual was subsequently used for 
association analysis.

Variant effect predictions
The GWAS analysis described above yielded a QTL 

peak for stature on BTA11 at approximately 78-79Mbp. All 
markers that were in LD (R2>0.7) with the most significant 
marker (rs475277351), and within one million base pairs, 
were extracted and analysed using the Variant Effect 
Predictor (VEP) tool at Ensembl (http://ensembl.org/Bos_
taurus/Tools/VEP/; Aken et al. 2016) on the Bos taurus 
UMD3.1 reference with Ensembl transcripts (build 90).

eQTL analysis
Expression QTL (eQTL) association analyses were 

conducted on the expression levels of the sixteen genes 
within 1Mbp of the top stature marker, using the genotypes 
of the 3,640 WGS markers in the same genomic interval, 
as a next step in highlighting candidate causative genes 
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underlying the QTL. This analysis followed the method 
outlined by Lopdell et al. (2017). Briefly, RNA sequencing 
(RNAseq) was performed on biopsies from the lactating 
mammary glands of 373 cows, comprising animals from 
the AgResearch Tokanui research farm and a smaller 
number of cows from the LIC Friesian-Jersey crossbred 
trial (Spelman et al. 2001). Biopsy samples were obtained 
in accordance with protocols approved by the Ruakura 
Animal Ethics Committee, Hamilton, New Zealand 
(approval AEC 12845). Samples were processed using a 
stranded RNAseq library preparation and sequenced on an 
Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument, yielding 100bp paired-end 
reads. These were mapped to the reference genome using 
Tophat2 (version 2.0.12; Kim et al. 2013) and normalised 
prior to association analysis using the variance-stabilising 
transformation implemented in the DESeq R package 
(Anders & Huber 2010).

The association analysis followed the approach 
described by Lopdell et al. (2017). A generalised least-
squares model was fitted using the numerator relationship 
(A) matrix to account for pedigree and population 
stratification. The A-matrix for the 373 animals was 
calculated using pedigree records extracted from the LIC 
herd-recording database.

Results
Stature QTL identified

A significant QTL was identified for the stature 
phenotype (Fig. 1) at BTA11:78-79Mbp (β=3.98 ± 0.56 
mm; P=1.6×10-12), using the conventionally-applied 
genome-wide significance threshold of 5×10-8 (Pe’er et 
al. 2008). The top marker identified was rs475277351, 
located at BTA11: 78,916,750. This marker was an indel 
(genotypes T/TAAAACA) with a minor allele frequency 
(MAF) of 0.026. Restricting the analysis to pure-bred 
Holstein-Friesians and Jerseys indicated that this variant 
is segregating in the Holstein-Friesian breed (n=12,458; 
MAF=0.040; β=4.14 ± 1.05 mm; P=8.1×10-5), but not in 
Jerseys (n=7,012; MAF=0.001; β=8.82 ± 8.16 mm; P=0.28). 

In both breeds, the minor allele was T. Surprisingly, no co-
located QTL was detected for LWT, with the association at 
this marker (β=1.25 ± 0.39 kg; P=1.4×10-3) not significant 
at the genome-wide level. For comparison, the PLAG1 
QTL on BTA14 (Karim et al. 2011) with all breeds yielded 
highly significant results for both the LWT (β=1.47 ± 
0.116 kg; P=5.6×10-37) and stature (β=1.82 ± 0.01 mm; 
P=7.17×10-28) phenotypes.

Results from the VEP suggest that rs475277351 maps 
to an intergenic region, along with two of the five sites in 
LD (r>0.7) with it. Another variant maps downstream of 
the RHOB gene, while the remaining two variants map into 
introns of the SDC1 and LAPTM4A genes. As no missense 
or nonsense mutations were identified that would predicted 
to impact protein function, it is likely that the QTL operates 
via an underlying regulatory mechanism.

Regulatory mechanisms
To investigate possible mechanisms operating via the 

regulation of gene expression, association analyses were 
undertaken for the sixteen genes positionally located within 
the QTL region in order to detect potential eQTL. The 
most highly-significant eQTL detected was for the MATN3 
gene (P=2.5×10-38), which maps to BTA11:78,893,508–
78,904,614. Intriguingly, the same variant rs475277351 
was found to be the most strongly associated with this 
eQTL as for the stature QTL, with other variants in LD also 
highly associated in both QTL (Fig. 2). This suggests that 
both QTL share a common underlying genetic regulation, 
implying that, if the two QTL truly are co-regulated, the 
significance levels of variants should be correlated between 
the two QTL. Here, the Pearson correlation between 
significance statistics for the variants common to the 
stature QTL and MATN3 eQTL was moderately high, at 
0.584 (Fig. 3a).

Another significant eQTL was observed for 
the LAPTM4A gene (P=5.4×10-12), which maps to 
BTA11:78,862,495–78,880,461. The top associated 
variants for this eQTL were rs110552157 and rs109993903, 
neither of which was associated with stature (P=0.858). 

Figure 1 Manhattan plot illustrating the stature QTL detected on BTA11 at 78–79 Mbp in 65,500 mixed-age, mixed-breed NZ 
dairy cattle. Each point represents a whole-genome sequence variant. The dashed box indicates the most strongly associated 
variant, along with other variants with correlations >0.7 with that variant.
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The correlation between the significance statistics of the 
stature QTL and the LAPTM4A eQTL was -0.160 (Fig. 3b), 
as variants associated with one phenotype tended not to be 
associated with the other. A third eQTL was observed for the 
RHOB gene (P=4.6×10-8) which was marginally significant 
at the genome-wide threshold of 5×10-8. This eQTL was 
also uncorrelated with the stature QTL (r=0.004).

Discussion
A QTL for stature (height at sacrum) has previously 

been reported near the locus reported here (Boichard et 
al. 2003), peaking at BTA11:82cM. However, that study 
included only eight markers on BTA11, and no attempt 
was made to assign an underlying causative gene at that 
time. Although the BTA11 stature QTL has been reported 

Figure 2 Zoomed Manhattan plots highlighting the region surrounding the stature QTL (a) and MATN3 eQTL (b), both 
on BTA11, and identified in NZ dairy cattle. The dashed box indicates the most strongly associated variant for the stature 
QTL, along with other variants with correlations >0.7 with that variant, showing that the same cluster of variants is strongly 
associated with both phenotypes.

Figure 3 The log10(p-values) for two eQTL plotted against those for the BTA11 stature QTL. Each point represents a whole-
genome sequence variant. The dashed box indicates the most strongly associated variant for the stature QTL, along with 
other variants with correlations >0.7 with that variant. The correlations for the (a) LAPTM4A eQTL, and (b) MATN3 eQTL, 
respectively, with the stature QTL are -0.160 and 0.584.
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subsequently (Cole et al. 2011, Bouwman et al. 2018), we 
are unaware of any literature assigning a causative gene to 
the QTL, so we consider the work presented here as the 
first to do so.

The largest stature QTL reported in cattle to date is 
at the PLAG1 locus on BTA14, with β=2 cm (Karim et al. 
2011). Here, we found that the BTA11 QTL had a larger 
effect (β=3.98 mm) than the PLAG1 QTL (β=1.82 mm), 
although the effect size attributed to PLAG1 in our study 
is much smaller than that reported by others previously, 
suggesting we may have been overly conservative in our 
application of PCA to adjust for population stratification.

As no protein-coding mutations in significant LD with 
the BTA11 tag variants for the stature QTL were identified 
by the VEP analysis, the underlying effect for this QTL is 
likely to be regulatory. The eQTL analysis identified three 
genes with significant eQTL mapping near this locus: 
LAPTM4A, RHOB, and MATN3. The LAPTM4A eQTL has 
a correlation of -0.160 with the stature QTL, suggesting 
that genetic regulation of this gene is independent of the 
stature QTL. The RHOB eQTL also appears to be regulated 
independently (r=0.004). The MATN3 eQTL, in contrast, 
exhibited a correlation of 0.584 with the stature QTL, 
suggesting that this eQTL is co-regulated with the stature 
QTL. This assertion is further supported by the fact that the 
same variant is most strongly associated with both QTL. 
Therefore, we consider MATN3 the most likely candidate 
causative gene.

The MATN3 gene encodes the protein matrilin 3, 
a component of the extra-cellular matrix (Klatt et al. 
2011) that interconnects collagen and aggrecan fibres. 
Matrilins have been associated with the development and 
maintenance of cartilage. Mutations in humans play a 
role in the skeletal diseases multiple epiphyseal dysplasia 
(Kannu et al. 2009) and osteoarthritis (Pullig et al. 2002; 
Klatt et al. 2009). Additionally, mutations in MATN3 have 
been associated with growth plate collagen abnormalities 
in mice, leading to short-limbed dwarfism (Myllyharju 
2014), and with shortened long bones in humans, leading 
to early-onset dwarfism (Borochowitz et al. 2004). 

The associations of MATN3 with bone growth and 
dwarfism lead us to consider MATN3 as a candidate causal 
gene for this QTL. The case for this is strengthened by 
underlying genetic co-regulation of the stature QTL with 
the MATN3 eQTL, as evidenced by the correlation between 
the two QTL, and by the fact that the two QTL are most 
highly associated with the same variant. However, as the 
eQTL reported here were discovered in mammary tissue, 
these results assume a shared regulatory architecture for 
this gene between mammary tissue and stature-relevant 
tissues such as bone or cartilage. This leaves open an 
alternative hypothesis that a different gene, driven by a 
regulatory circuit that mammary tissue does not adequately 
represent (though is influenced by the same underlying 
haplotype) is responsible for the stature QTL. Although 
the data used in this study cannot rule out this alternative 
hypothesis, we contend that the developmental function 

of MATN3, together with associated disease phenotypes 
in humans, makes it a strong candidate, and that the most 
plausible hypothesis is that MATN3 is the causative gene at 
this locus.

In conclusion, therefore, we propose that genetically-
regulated differences in expression of the MATN3 gene 
underlie the bovine stature QTL identified by Boichard 
et al. (2003) on BTA11. If validated, this discovery will 
contribute to our understanding of the genetics of cattle 
growth, with potential future applications in both the dairy 
and beef industries.
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